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I am a Master student Strategic Product Design 
at Delft University of Technology. During my 
second year, I have had the privilege of joining 
Philips as a Digital Marketing Process intern. 

My goal is to create user value by seeking 
strategic opportunities, combining my 
background in design and engineering.

Before my Master studies, I graduated from 
Eindhoven University of Technology. During my 
Bachelor studies, I have done an internship at 
Boeing in Frankfurt am Main. 

About me
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Overview

Short description of Philips

Philips is a Dutch electronics company that 
mainly produces medical equipment such as MRI 
scanners and life support devices, but also 
personal care products such as electric shavers, 
electric toothbrushes, and breast pumps.

Assignment

Supporting a team that defines and improves 
marketing processes across the entire 
organization, with a focus on digital marketing in 
relation to design.

Responsibilities 

• Support in defining and documenting critical 
business processes and ways of working 
required in the future for the marketing 
function with focus on digital capabilities.

• Support in implementing tech solutions for 
marketing automation globally.

• Engage with multiple stakeholders to facilitate 
global roll-outs of processes and tech 
solutions.

• Track project development and key 
milestones.

• Analyze current performance based on KPIs, 
as well as provide valuable recommendations 
based on identified trends.

The team

The Marketing Capabilities & Process team is part 
of the Global Marketing & E-Commerce function. 
The team drives the development of marketing 
capabilities and standardization of ways of 
working across all Philips Businesses and Markets 
globally, in both B2C and B2B. 

(Philips, 2021b)
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Personal learning objectives 

• Personal skills: convincing and inspiring 
colleagues by demonstrating the importance 
of design and implementing design thinking in 
the team process.

• To be able to apply data analytics in a 
marketing context by using different bottom-
up analysis methods.

• Building personal relationships with colleagues 
at different levels within the organization.

• Project leadership: taking responsibility for a 
multi-stakeholder project and aligning 
different perspectives.

General learning objectives

• See how product development or related 
research takes place in a company or design 
studio. 

• Gain insight into future career possibilities and 
personal preferences.

• Gain insight in the knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes necessary to be a successful MSc in 
SPD. 

(TU Delft, 2019)



Application process

▲ Figure 1: Philips is a famous Dutch company with recognizable products © Philips
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Corporate environment

Among the 82.000 Philips employees globally, a 
few thousand focus on marketing. They work 
regionally (also called ‘markets’), such as in the 
Benelux or Latin America, but also within the 
various businesses, e.g., Oral Healthcare, as well 
as within the Functions. (Philips, 2021a)

On a corporate level, our marketing division 
designs and deploys company-wide marketing 
processes, striving for marketing excellence on a 
strategic and operational level, by aligning 
marketing efforts of businesses and markets 
(Business-Market Combinations – BMCs). This 
approach to improving marketing processes 
throughout the company is called ‘end-to-end 
marketing process’. It aims to ensure efficient 
and effective marketing, shifting from a product-
centric to an audience-centric paradigm. (Philips, 
2021a)

▲ Figure 2:

▲ Figure 3: Philips opportunity areas © Philips
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Mission and vision
Figure 4 shows the global health trends that 
Philips has identified. These health trends 
facilitate Philips’ mission: “to make the world 
healthier and more sustainable through 
innovation, with the goal of improving the lives of 
2.5 billion people a year by 2030.” (Philips, 2020)

Analogous to these trends, Philips is driving 
internal changes as show in figure 5. This has 
implications for the marketing processes as well. 
More than ever, marketing is audience-centric, 
aiming to build long-lasting relationships. The 
focus of marketing shifts from products to 
outcomes, materialized through Integrated Value 
Propositions.

Considering these strategic changes, Philips has 
decided to transform all global marketing efforts, 
focusing on five strategic priorities as illustrated 
in figure 6.  

This marketing transformation is built around five 
imperatives: “strengthen brand leadership; 
prioritize and relentlessly focus on customer 
centricity; invest in and drive digital-first, always 
on engagement and commerce; lead with data-
driven marketing and advanced analytics; and 
elevate our marketing talent by creating a high-
performance culture based on agility, expertise 
and collaboration.” (Philips, 2020)

▲ Figure 4: Global health trends © Philips

▲ Figure 5: Internal strategic changes © Philips
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“Philips wants to 
improve the lives of 2.5 
billion people a year by 
2030.”

▼ Figure 6: Five strategic imperatives © Philips
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Our team

Our team is tasked with defining and 
operationalizing governance and processes 
related to marketing throughout the 
organization. Within the Philips Business System
(figure 8), these tasks correspond to the two 
areas on the right: governance, roles and 
responsibilities; and processes, systems and 
practices. (Philips, 2021a)

Figure 9 illustrates the key capabilities of the 
Group Marketing & E-Commerce, striving for 
functional excellence. Functional excellence is 
defined by pursuing the optimal skill, scope, and 
scale across the organization. The process itself is 
also guarded by the Group.
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My company mentor is Alessandro Iannelli, who 
is the Business Process Expert (BPE) in Digital 
Marketing & E-Commerce Processes. Our 
Marketing Process team is led by Fahd Khan, who 
is the Head of Marketing & E-Commerce 
Processes & Programs. Our team is part of 
Marketing Transformation, one of six divisions 
within the Group Marketing & E-Commerce. 
Figure 7 shows the management structure.

Figure 7: Management structure © Philips

Scope of team

▲ Figure 8: Philips Business System © Philips

▲ Figure 9: Key capabilities of Group Marketing & E-Commerce © Philips
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Philips Excellence Process Framework
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A capability (figure 9) refers to Philips’ ability to deliver on its strategic objectives and performance 
goals, expressed in terms of the required processes, tools & systems, knowledge, skills, and 
behaviors. (Philips, 2021a)

▲ Figure 10: Philips Excellence Process Framework (PEPF) © Philips

▲ Figure 11: The levels of PEPF © Philips
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Description of tasks
One of my first tasks involved visualizing a 
process used for marketing of Image Guided 
Therapy devices (one of four business clusters at 
Philips). For this I used a so-called ‘process view’ 
(L3 view), containing level 4 activities (figure 13). 
The ‘swim lanes’ (rows) each represent a 
responsible or contributing stakeholder. By laying 
out the activities in the right order, including the 
relations between activities, it becomes easier to 

understand and evaluate the process at each 
step.

For each activity, different stakeholders are 
assigned, based on the ‘RACI matrix’. The 
acronym RACI stands for the four types of 
stakeholders: responsible, accountable, 
contributing, and informed (Jacka & Keller, 2009). 

▲ Figure 12: Most of Philips’ activities are in the B2B healthcare domain © Philips
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▲ Figure 13: Example of process view © Philips



Recurring meetings
Alessandro and I have semi-weekly meetings – on 
Tuesday and Thursday morning – to discuss my 
progress, learning points and assignments. 

Additionally, Iuliia and I have weekly meetings –
on Thursday – to discuss questions I have.

On Mondays, a meeting with the marketing 
process team takes place as well.

▲ Figure 14: Meeting room overlooking the Mondriaan Tower
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The office – Philips Center
Although I work from home most days, I have the opportunity to go the office one day a week (as of 
August 2021). The office (Philips Center) is located in the Breitner Tower at the Amstelplein in 
Amsterdam (figure 15). During the first day, I have taken some pictures.

▲ Figure 15: Main Entrance of the Philips Center in Amsterdam © Philips 

▲ Figure 16: View from the eighth floor with the Leeuwenburg 
building (L), Rembrandt Tower (M) and Amstel Tower (R)

Figure 16 shows the view from the 
eighth floor, the floor where the 
Marketing & E-Commerce Group is 
located. From here, we can see 
many parts of Amsterdam (figure 
17). The Rembrandt Tower (highest 
tower in Amsterdam) is the nearest 
tower, and the Leeuwenburg 
building (left), and Amstel Tower 
(right) are also clearly visible in 
figure 16. 

The office has an open floor plan 
(figure 18). The space is filled with 
flexible desks, different meeting 
rooms, and a kitchen area (figure 
19).
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▲ Figure 17: The office building is situated on the banks of the Amstel river 

▲ Figure 18: The office space with flexible desks ▲ Figure 19: The kitchen area 

▲ Figure 20: Working in the office makes it much easier to have quick chats with colleagues © Philips
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Experiences and insights
The first two weeks of my internship were fully 
online. Fortunately, as of the third week, I am in 
the office once a week or more. I have a lot of 
freedom to plan my own days, which is great. I 
didn’t expect this much freedom. Still, I can 
contact team members anytime if necessary. In 
general, I go to the office from 9 to 5, but when 
working from home, I sometimes work from 10 
to 6 as well, depending on the meetings on that 
day. It feels great to have the ability to adapt my 
private schedule to my work schedule and vice 
versa. 

A central theme of the internship is interacting 
with stakeholders, which happens to be my 
fourth personal learning objective (page 6). 
I have learned that it is crucial to involve 
stakeholders early in the process, resulting in a 
sense of ownership for your stakeholders. 
Consequently, your stakeholders feel more 
inclined to invest time and energy, resulting in a 
better collaboration. 

Interacting with stakeholders requires a lot of 
focus, since you need to keep an eye on 
everyone’s interests, while closely observing 
what everyone says, taking notes, and guiding 
the conversation as well. Sometimes it is difficult 
for me to remain focused, which mainly affects 
my ability to speak clearly and to the point. For 
me it helps to take breaks between meetings to 
re-energize.  

The company

I was positively surprised by the way Philips 
communicates to its employees. The knowledge 
of design thinking within the company is very up-
to-date. The office itself is also very fresh and 
modern. I thought the office would be more like 
a cubicle environment, but Philips is not like this 
(anymore). 

▲ Figure 21: Taking notes while guiding a conversation (image for illustrative purposes) © Pexels
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Philips is shifting from product-centricity to 
customer-centricity in the healthcare domain. 
Therefore, Philips has sold its domestic 
appliances division (figure 22). This division no 
longer fitted within Philips’ vision with respect to 
Integrated Value Propositions for the healthcare 
industry. (Philips, 2021c)

In order to make this happen, audiences around 
the world need to be engaged. Therefore, we 
need to understand how to best design digital 
marketing engagement strategies. Can product 
design play a role in this? On page 18, I discuss 
potential research directions.

▲ Figure 22: Philips Domestic Appliances business no longer fits the health strategy © Philips
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“Philips wants to 
improve the lives of 2.5 
billion people a year by 
2030.”



Research

The initial list of potential topics is derived from a 
holistic view on interactions between marketing 
and product design (figure 23). My mentor has 
helped me to further define these topics and 
showed particular interest in the second topic. 
After this, I have written a research proposal, 
which I have shared with potential supervisors 
from the Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering.

Additionally, I have compiled a list of potential 
variables, which serve as a starting point for 
discussion.

Potential independent variables: 
– Types of design artefacts used (within-subjects) 
– Familiarity with design thinking (between-
subjects / correlational) 
– Use of boundary objects / design abilities 
(between-subjects / descriptive) 

Potential dependent variables: 
– Existing KPIs 
– Marketing engagement metrics 
– Sales / revenue
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Potential topics

A Philips case study:

1. Igniting product innovation through bottom-
up marketing processes.
Using marketing insights as boundary objects 
for HealthTech innovation.

2. How can design research contribute to the 
marketing of HealthTech solutions? 
Using design artefacts to create better 
marketing engagement strategies.

3. Closing the gap between marketing and 
product design through co-development.
Designing boundary objects to facilitate co-
development of HealthTech solutions.

Prerequisites

1. The area of interest is relevant for my 
development as a Strategic Product Designer;

2. The research addresses a topic which is 
relevant for the Marketing Process Team at 
Philips;

3. The research aims to answer questions with 
relevance to a broader audience (beyond 
Philips);

4. The research methodology is academically 
rigorous and valid;

5. The outcomes of the research are publishable 
and do not include confidential information.

▲ Figure 23: Interactions between marketing and product design
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Based on related literature, I have identified the 
following potential research outcomes:
• Marketing process design recommendations 
• Design framework for engagement strategies
• Value exchange map (process view)
• Design artefacts (product design to marketing)

• Boundary objects (marketing to product 
design)

I must focus on one research direction in order to  
make best use of my resources. To this end, I use 
the following frameworks to define the scope.  

Figure 24 illustrates two ways value propositions 
can be understood. The first is based on the 
assumption that product development results 
from market needs (based on a market pull), 
while the second centers around the notion that 
technological progress feeds into and allows for 
new product development (technology push). 
Consequently, different mindsets with respect to 
marketing propositions arrive.

The quadruple aim refers to Philips’ mission to 
improve different aspects of the healthcare 
domain. 

▲ Figure 25: The Respironics V60 is an example of an experience-enabled product, heavily relying on clinical data

Experience-driven
(Market pull)

• Focus on human needs
• Marketing based on individual 

value
• Storytelling marketing

Quadruple aim:
Improved patient experience or 
staff experience

Experience-enabled
(Technology push)

• Focus on organizational needs
• Marketing based on societal 

value
• Evidence-based marketing

Quadruple aim:
Improved health outcomes or
lower cost of care

▲ Figure 24: Role of experience (adapted from Pannunzio, Kleinsmann, & Snelders; 2019)



Broadly speaking, strategic design (with regard to
the process of designing) can affect an 
organization bottom-up or top-down (figure 26). 
One is not better than the other, but being aware 
of the chosen approach helps to remain focused. 

Another dimension to consider involves the 
strategic design abilities as described by Canales 
Durón, Kleinsmann and Simonse in 2019 (figure 
27). For this research, it can be argued that a 
focus on one ability results in a deeper 
understanding of this ability in a healthcare 
context.

Relevance

The application of (strategic) design is of 
particular value in the healthcare domain, 
according to Canales Durón, Kleinsmann and 
Simonse (2019):

• “In contrast with other disciplines, design has 
proven to embrace uncertainty and 
complexity through a human-centered yet 
systemic perspective (Lin et al. 2011; 
Mullaney et al. 2012). This expertise is highly 
valuable in a complex innovation context such 
as healthcare where value is co-produced by 
the interactions between networks of actors, 
each with particular needs, interests and 
resources.” 

• “We find integrated care a particularly 
relevant area for the application of strategic 
design abilities as it calls for the 
transformation of systems and organizations. 
The transformative role of design will 
continue to become more relevant […].”
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▲ Figure 26: System level approach (Melles et al., 2017)

▲ Figure 27: Strategic design abilities (adapted from Canales Durón, Kleinsmann, & Simonse; 2019)



Reflection
Personal learning objectives 

• Personal skills: convincing and inspiring 
colleagues by demonstrating the importance 
of design and implementing design thinking in 
the team process.

Regarding the first objective, I think I have 
initiated a significant step towards a more 
design-centric marketing organization, by writing 
a detailed playbook to help strengthen the 
creation of inspiring engagement strategies 
through design (page 27). In retrospect, my 
impact could have been stronger if I had planned 
more time to also present the research insights 
to various stakeholders. Now, I have only 
distributed the playbook. However, since the 
playbook is mostly co-created with these 
stakeholders, I expect that the adoption will be 
higher than similar playbooks. Overall, I believe I 
have achieved this objective.

• To be able to apply data analytics in a 
marketing context by using different bottom-
up analysis methods.

During the internship, I focused on qualitative 
data, obtained through co-creation, interviews 
and generative sessions (more than 15 in total). 
Therefore, the primary way of processing the 
data was not through quantitative analytics, but 
through coding, grounded theory methodology 
and thematic analysis, in combination with a 
literature review. Strictly speaking, I have thus 
not met this objective. However, I am satisfied 
with the progress I have made with analyzing 
qualitative data.

• Building personal relationships with 
colleagues at different levels within the 
organization.

I have become more competent in building 
relationships with colleagues, by having drinks 
with colleagues after work, and by getting to 
know colleagues better during the lunch, starting 
conversations at the coffee machine, and asking 
colleagues about their personal lives. These are 
things I would normally not easily do.

• Project leadership: taking responsibility for a 
multi-stakeholder project and aligning 
different perspectives.

Getting people to move in the same direction 
takes a lot of practice. I have made 
improvements in this area, but I am not yet 
where I want to be. I can see that some 
colleagues are good at this, which really benefits 
your work, especially when dealing with multi-
stakeholder projects. One strategy I learned is to 
clearly establish and communicate the goal of 
each and every meeting, activity, deliverable, etc. 
This way, people are more open to set aside 
personal interests and work more collaboratively. 

Behavior

My goal is to have a professional attitude. This 
means not coming late to meetings, dressing 
professionally, organizing my work, 
communicating progress, and asking for 
feedback. I believe I have done all of this. 
However, I can still improve in the way I 
communicate things that are not going well. For 
example, I have had difficulty with setting up 
meetings with some stakeholders. How can I 
politely convey urgency and get people to do 
work, without making them frustrated? In 
general, I tend to have a conflict-avoiding 
approach, but I want to become more competent 
in dealing with appropriate tension, as a way to
get the right results. This remains difficult for me, 
although I have made progress. 

I have learned that soft skills are even more 
important when your work is very process-
oriented in the sense that your deliverables are 
not very complex, but the process of creating the 
deliverable is the main challenge. In my previous 
internship this was similar, but to a lesser extent.

In conclusion, communication skills are crucial for 
the type of work related to the internship, since 
you are dealing with alignments across the 
organization, and activating different teams to 
realize positive change.
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